
Presidents Run 2022 “REALLY GOT OUR MOTORS RUNNING” 

As dawn broke on a warm winters morning 
members from across Sydney commenced their 
trip to Wilberforce. From 8.00am members and 
guests began assembling ready for the mega 
Presidents Run. At 8.30am following a driver 
briefing the Zeds blasted off in beautiful 
sunshine up the Putty Road, quickly getting into 
the groove of corner after corner, testing their 
grip on the mostly dry corners. 

55 minutes later they arrived at the coffee 
stop, the Grey Gum Café. Not too many 
motorbikes and a few other non Z sports cars 
greeted them. Not to be out done the highway 
patrol arrived escorting a couple of slower 
members, followed by Ellis and Tamesis. 
Discussion with the young police officer 
established that there were 4 of them on patrol 
and they weren’t going our way. Hmmm! 

Here we departed from the members only 
going this far. Onto Bulga we went with Scott 
deciding to show us how to corner, chasing 
down a group of motorbikes. Only a short 
stop here and off again to Denman for lunch 
where we would meet Steve and Sandra 
Web. After great food we were off to 
Rylstone for the trivia. The countryside 
opened to a very fertile valley floor and 
mostly great roads with an odd pothole or 
more. This did not slow our progress as at 
one stage Kaye said to me as two cars flew past us what’s the black cloud? It was unburnt fuel. I can’t tell you what 
speed these gentlemen claimed to be doing as it may prejudice their defense. Ha-ha! 

The series of mountain switchbacks delivered more fun as we proceeded over various ridges and headed towards 
Rylstone. Arriving at Rylstone members commenced the trivia in the main street. Of note was the bicentennial logo 
for Rylstone which forms a Z.  Members 
comments about Denman and Rylstone 
indicated with surprise how lovely both towns 
were and how they didn’t know these places 
existed.    

Most of us fueled up here. Last time I did this my car took 38 litres, this time it took 43 litres, an indication of more 
robust driving in dry conditions! 

A demure group pace was established as we quickly proceeded on through Kelso, Charbon, Clandulla, and onto 
Illford and Sofala. That’s not to say it was slow. Turning right at Sofala we headed to Hill End and Hill End Lodge for 
the evening. We were welcomed by John Carter as we arrived at Hill End and Mark Bean photographer from Unique 
Cars Magazine. 



John had the firepit roaring and ready for us 
and many of our group enjoyed sitting by the 
open firepit before dinner, we then moved 
into the comfort of the lounge area in the 
lodge and the open fire for a few drinks 
before dinner. At dinner the trivia prizes 
were divided amongst the group as it 
seemed most got virtually all questions right. 
Anyway everyone took away some very nice 
Presidents Run treats ably produced by the 

CWA cooking guru and some Z regalia.   

 

The next morning, members enjoyed 
breakfast and time to engage with others, we 
then formed a “Zeds through the ages” 
convoy and travelled to Merlins Lookout 
traversing a few large potholes and 
washaways over the 2.5 kilometre journey. 
Here we were greeted by a drone, video camera and a still photographer for the feature in Unique Cars magazine 
where the Z Car Club NSW will be featured. Interestingly the lookout looked out onto a cloud filled valley producing 
a fantastic effect. We had found cloud nine and were above it.  

  

 

  



Lots of fun was had with photos of all shapes being undertaken. We then proceeded back to Hill End where more 
photography could be undertaken including individual shots of cars with owners. The “Trip Advisor award winning 
café” were pleased to provide coffees for members before we then continued the convoy as a tight group towards 
Sofala and our last photoshoot of the group on the move.  

The Rustic Café was the location in Sofala for our final meal together before we all set off for home exhausted but all 
with big grins having experienced a wonderful mega drive and Zed experience.    

My navigator was very complimentary re the new footrest and how much more comfortable it was being able to 
brace using that through the corners. Happy days. 

 


